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Summary

Bluetooth® Special Interest Group (SIG) has issued recommendations based on findings from researchers at the LAAS-CNRS lab regarding a potential security vulnerability, which enables an attacking device to successfully inject a crafted packet into the link.

Affected products and versions

• TI Bluetooth Low Energy devices: CC2540, CC1352, CC1350, CC26X0, CC26X0R2 and CC26X2
• TI dual-mode Bluetooth controllers with Bluetooth Low Energy support: CC256x, CC256xB, CC2564C, WL12xx and WL18xx

CVSS base score: 6.3

Potentially impacted features

An attacking device within wireless range of a potentially vulnerable Bluetooth device, following communications between a central and peripheral role, may successfully inject a crafted packet into the link. A successful packet injection to an unencrypted link may permit the attacker to spoof the central or peripheral device to the device on the opposing role. It is also possible for the crafted packets to place the attacker in a full man-in-the-middle position, allowing the attacker to modify, suppress or inject any traffic.

Suggested mitigations

There are no required fixes in the Bluetooth Low Energy stack or device SDK.

Bluetooth SIG suggests recommendations that can be implemented at the application layer:

• Use encryption in any profile required under specification.
• For any vendor-specific profile implementation with custom attributes, require encryption by default for both read and write operations on its characteristics.
• Give preference to use LE Secure Connections pairing using authentication and require 128-bit encryption keys, if possible.

External references

Bluetooth SIG statement regarding the "Injectable' vulnerability report
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